
Live Your Style
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Every home carries a distinctive soul. 
Every living space is a story that houses 

different characters.

As the Belenco family, we dream up different 
visions with quartz in every step we take. 

The solid nature of quartz, combined with 
our dreams and the latest technology in the 

industry, creates elegant colors and patterns.

Unique imagination, 
signature designs.
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At Belenco, we produce each surface with 
rich pattern and texture options. We offer 
alternative solutions for interior designers 

that will make a difference for their 
customers’ preferences.

We derive our power from being the only 
brand in our industry with an R&D center 

in Turkey and having won international 
awards in our field.

An endless 
design 

world...
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Hygiene and 
maintenance. 
The easiest 
adventure...

We design surfaces that will 
fit any lifestyle, requiring only 
simple daily cleaning and 
maintaining their first day shiny 
look and natural vitality and 
vibrancy as if they were new for 
many years.

Our LGA Qualitest GMBH 
hygiene report confirms that 
Belenco surfaces are easy to 
clean and microbiologically 
completely safe afterward. 
Moreover, our NSF certification 
confirms that Belenco surfaces 
are safe for food preparation 
and contact.

Brand Awareness and 
Reliability
Flawless service at 
every stage!

We have become a preferred and trusted brand by 
industry professionals from the beginning to the 
end of each project, with zero defect tolerance.

Besides being awarded the EFQM Regional 
Excellence Award in the Aegean Region, we take 
pride in being Turkey’s export champion and 
domestic market leader in our field*.
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*Based on export and domestic sales data over the years.
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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2849 
RETRO

2530 
CHARMY

6229 
ASPENDOS

6114 
BELLUNO

8123 
CARRARA LUCA

4535 
TERRE GREY

2254 
AURORA

3555 
PARMA

1124 
AMALFI

For those who 
prefer natural 
choices...

Living spaces for those who carry the 
calmness and power of nature must 
promise both safety and freedom... At 
this point, BELENCO NATURAL is unique 
with its colors, textures, and brilliance, 
presenting all the characteristics of 
nature.

BELENCO NATURAL was created to 
harmonize you with nature, whether 
you are cooking a meal in the kitchen, 
experiencing a peaceful bath, taking a 
step, or walking around during the day.

Seamless Designs 
High Hygiene

Belenco slabs can be sized 
precisely to the dimensions 

required by the projects.

Different Slab Size Options 
Jumbo Slab: 330 x 165 cm
Extra Slab: 310 x 152 cm  

High Durability 15 - 20 - 30 mm. 
Thickness Opitons 

Different Surface Options 
Polished - Seta - Soft Touch
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

We have surpassed the dream 
of achieving peace in any 
environment. BELENCO PURE 
offers a unique environment 
to experience rejuvenation.

At Belenco, we produce 
quartz, the gift of nature, as a 
legacy surface for today and 
tomorrow with a philosophy 
of conscious use of natural 
resources. 

Our products require no 
special care, and their 
cleaning and maintenance 
require less water, detergent, 
energy, and costs.
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4123 
KASHMERA WHITE

1010 
PREMIUM WHITE

5114 
CAROLA

2214 
TEOS

1123 
PERLA

3113 
DAPHNE CRACK

1110 
ICEBERG

4124 
PATARA

5115 
PANDORA

4524 
LA LUNA

Truly pure and clean 
elegance...

Seamless Designs  
High Hygiene

Belenco slabs can be sized 
precisely to the dimensions 

required by the projects.

Different Slab Size Options 
Jumbo Slab: 330 x 165 cm
Extra Slab: 310 x 152 cm  

High Durability 15 - 20 - 30 mm. 
Thickness Opitons 

Different Surface Options 
Polished - Seta - Soft Touch
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Innovation 
nurtures creativity.

Since the beginning of this valuable journey we 
started in 2011, we have been using the most 
advanced technology of Italian Breton S.p.A, the 
world’s leading natural and composite stone 
technology company, in our production lines.

Today, we work to produce the best quartz 
surfaces with our design, technology, and quality 
in our two production facilities, with a total 
of 63,724 square meters, 38,634 of which are 
closed, and with fully automatic 3 casting and 4 
polishing lines.

As one of the leading brands in Turkey and 
international markets, we continue to be a 
reliable partner for designers and practitioners 
in their projects.

We cannot settle for 
anything less than the 
best.

Technology and innovation are two elements 
that we cannot think of separately, cannot 
give up, and have integrated into all of our 
business processes.

Belenco’s infinite commitment to innovation 
and strong investment policy is what has 
made us the “first” in many areas. We lead 
innovations in our industry with our belief 
in R&D, our trend-setting taste, design skills, 
and the latest technologies we use.

The national and international awards we 
receive every year in the fields of design 
and innovation are a reflection of Belenco’s 
privilege.

Belenco became the Turkey Champion in the “Innovation Results” category in 
the large-scale category at the 2022 InovaLIG by competing with Turkey’s most 
innovative companies.



Seamless Designs  
High Hygiene

Belenco slabs can be sized 
precisely to the dimensions 

required by the projects.

Different Slab Size Options 
Jumbo Slab: 330 x 165 cm
Extra Slab: 310 x 152 cm  

High Durability 15 - 20 - 30 mm. 
Thickness Opitons 

Different Surface Options 
Polished - Seta - Soft Touch
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

5329 
MOCCA MOUSSE

4227 
FAIRY WHITE

4444 
SAHARA BEIGE

4458 
CHAKRA BEIGE

3618 
OLYMPOS

3333 
BOLETUS

9113 
ALINDA

8113 
ANEMON

3110  
POLARIS

4217 
RAPTURE

BELENCO CLASSIC, which has hidden harmony and 
elegance in every tone, shows high performance with its 
rich color and texture options.

This special series, which is a source of happiness for 
everyone who wants to make a timeless choice, can 
identify organically with many different design details.

A style that suits 
every change for years...
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Seamless Designs 
High Hygiene

Belenco slabs can be sized 
precisely to the dimensions 

required by the projects.

Different Slab Size Options 
Jumbo Slab: 330 x 165 cm
Extra Slab: 310 x 152 cm  

High Durability 15 - 20 - 30 mm. 
Thickness Opitons 

Different Surface Options  
Polished - Seta - Soft Touch
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

5050 
FORZA FUME

7543 
MONTANA

4043 
AIZANO

7537 
METROPOL GREY

4558 
BABILON

8727 
SPA BLACK
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BELENCO LOFT, which achieves perfect harmony with 
wood, metal, and bold color combinations, is like a door 
that opens to the future. It is the perfect time to meet a 
style that breaks traditions for anyone who wants to find a 
piece of the future on every surface it touches.

An iconic series rising with 
modern times...
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Establishing a sustainable order on this planet 
and respecting all living creatures around us is 
a fundamental Belenco value. 

We conduct our production in Green 
Building certified areas, with Smart Factory 
technological equipment and “ZERO WASTE 
Goal”, and we adopt the “ZERO WASTE 
Management System” principles in all our 
office areas, in line with the Industry 4.0 
concept.

We transform quartz, one of the toughest 
minerals in nature, into a sustainable and 
environmentally friendly surface material by 
combining our design and technology power.

18 19

We are Passionate 
about Nature



Seamless Designs 
High Hygiene

Belenco slabs can be sized 
precisely to the dimensions 

required by the projects.

Different Slab Size Options 
Jumbo Slab: 330 x 165 cm
Extra Slab: 310 x 152 cm  

High Durability 15 - 20 - 30 mm. 
Thickness Opitons 

Different Surface Options 
Polished - Seta - Soft Touch
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

5250 
ELIXIR WHITE

8765 
VOLCANO BLACK

4262 
KRISTELLA WHITE

5751 
GALA BLACK

5139 
JULIET WHITE

8250 
COLUMBIA GRAY 
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Functionality is a priority in the living 
spaces that Belenco touches. 

BELENCO ESSENTIAL is the best example 
of what can be created with quality 
materials and proper workmanship. This 
collection, with its simple details that 
meet all expectations, is a clear reflection 
of the power of simplicity.

A qualified choice that 
will accompany you for a 
lifetime.



Seamless Designs  
High Hygiene

Belenco slabs can be sized 
precisely to the dimensions 

required by the projects.

Different Slab Size Options 
Jumbo Slab: 330 x 165 cm
Extra Slab: 310 x 152 cm  

High Durability 15 - 20 - 30 mm. 
Thickness Opitons 

Different Surface Options  
Polished - Seta - Soft Touch

POLISHED

SETA (MATTE)

Choose your style with Polished and Seta (Matte) 
surface options.

An exclusive concept 
that integrates with 
nature...
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

4043 
AIZANO SETA

4558 
BABILON SETA

7537 
METROPOL GREY SETA

8727 
SPA BLACK SETA

8765 
VOLCANO BLACK SETA

3333 
BOLETUS SETA

6114 
BELLUNO SOFT TOUCH

2214 
TEOS SETA
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On all surfaces 
touched by life... 

Island

Tables

Flooring

Interior Decoration

Wall Cladding 

Stairs

Backsplash

Countertop
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The most 
accrurate 

information 
for the 

right 
choise Stain Proof

Belenco, produced using 
the most advanced 

technology in the world and 
containing over 90% natural 

quartz mineral, binder, 
and inorganic pigment 
in its formula, is a non-

porous surface resistant to 
calcification. Tea, coffee, 
vinegar, lemon, and other 
countertop materials that 

can cause permanent stains 
or surface wear do not affect 

Belenco.

Always hygienic

Belenco surfaces are 
hygienic due to their liquid-

absorbent, non-porous, 
compact structure that does 
not retain stains and does 
not allow microorganisms 
to reproduce within itself. 

Belenco’s hygienic structure 
has been certified by NSF 
with the NSF51 certificate, 
indicating that food can be 

safely prepared on its surface. 
You do not need to apply any 
special chemicals to ensure 

hygiene.

Easy to maintain

It shines like the first day 
with a simple daily cleaning! 
A damp, cotton cloth and a 

small amount of mild neutral 
liquid soap (glass surface 
cleaner or dishwashing 

liquid) is sufficient for daily 
cleaning. If you wipe off the 

residues that drip or stain the 
surface before they dry and 
turn into permanent lime, 

you can maintain the pristine 
appearance of your surface 

for many years with a simple 
cleaning.

The workmanship and application of front edge profiles on countertops and benches are carried 
out by authorized workshops. The types of edge profiles applied may vary depending on the 
workshop’s machine and equipment park. Therefore, it is recommended to discuss and reach an 
agreement with the workshop that will perform the application beforehand.

Belenco preserves the right to change color, technical specifcations and dimensions of the products without any prior notice. Stone images provided in the 
leaflet reflect a part of our slabs. They may not represent the design characteristics of the actual slab. Before purchasing, viewing the whole slab for color, 
distribution and vein patterns is recommended.
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Slab sizes that allow large and 
seamless designs.

JUMBO SLAB 
330 x 165 cm.

EXTRA SLAB
310 x 152 cm.

Different Slab Size Options 

15 mm

20 mm

30 mm

Correct Edge 
Profile Application

Scratch Resistance

Flexural Strength

Breaking Rupture Strength

Chemical Resistance

Liquid Impermeability and Non-porousness

Stain proof

Hygiene

Maintainability

Heat and Combustion Resistance

Color Stability

Belenco 
Quartz Surfaces

Natural Stone 
(Granite) Laminate Acrylic Surfaces



www.belenco.comBelenco Quartz Surfaces/belencoqs@belencoqs @belencoqs@Belenco Quartz Surfaces

Headquarters and Factory I:
Manisa Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 4. Kısım Keçiliköy OSB Mahallesi 
Ahmet Nazif Zorlu Bulvarı No: 22 
YUNUSEMRE / MANİSA / TÜRKİYE

Factory II:
Manisa Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 4. Kısım 418. Cadde 
YUNUSEMRE / MANİSA / TÜRKİYE

T: +90 236 213 03 43 F: +90 236 213 03 03 E: info@belenco.com


